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Abstract
The topic of shooting weapons is very expended. Some people say that shooting weapons are dangerous. Other people
say that people who own shooting weapons are dangerous. The truth lies probably somewhere in the middle. However,
the issue of shooting weapons still needs to be addressed. Awareness of their occurrence, the wounded effect, and the
appearance needs to be extended even among the lay public. Nowadays, it is needed twice. People are misinformed by
media or they know incomplete or even the twisted truth. Most laymen cannot tell what is possible and what is already
not possible from those information. Most shooting weapons look as the same but they can be only so-called "toys" or
freely available copies.
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1. Introduction
The shooting weapons of category D (according to the Czech legislation [1]) are frequently used as an available and
cheap alternative of the weapons of category B. To own a shooting weapon of category B, it is necessary to fulfil
conditions provided by law and to own a gun licence. Each weapon of category B is registered in the police database, and
its possession is strictly regulated [1]. On the contrary, the weapons of category D, such as airsoft guns and expansion
guns, are widely available and there are no special conditions for their possession. In many cases, these guns are visual
copies of the weapons of category B; however, their function and properties are quite different.
The crucial difference between the weapons of category B and their copies are consequences of shooting. These
consequences have been widely studied in [2], [3], [4], [5]. Most studies [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] have been
focused on the wounding potential which is the ability to cause injury to the human body. Although the weapons of
category D are widespread, their research is quite neglected. It is worthwhile to note that the weapons of category D are
often used for self-defence. This is caused especially by their visual similarity with the weapons of category B. In a critical
situation, it can be difficult to differentiate whether an attacker holds a shooting weapon of category B or its less dangerous
copy of category D, as mentioned in [13]. As a result, the weapons of category D are often bought by people who want
to own a gun but cannot own a gun licence.
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Some of these people can be criminals who use the visual similarity of the weapons of category D to commit criminal
activities such as gas station robbery, disorderly conduct and other violent crimes [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. The
purpose of this paper is to determine whether it is possible to differentiate between the weapons of category B and their
copies of category D based on the visual evaluation.
2. Investigated weapons
Three visually similar weapons were studied: one weapon of category B and its two copies of category D. The weapon
of category B was the CZ 75 B firearm, the weapons of category D were the KP-09 CZ 75 airsoft gun and the Kimar CZ75 expansion weapon.
Fig. 1 shows the CZ 75 B firearm which is a very popular gun not only in the Czech Republic but also abroad. This
gun has a calibre of 9 mm and is designed for security forces and sport. Its advantages are a grip for both right and lefthanded, double-stack magazine and high shooting accuracy. Most of the produced guns were exported abroad, but the
gun was protected by the patent only in former Czechoslovakia. Consequently, the number of copies has been created all
over the world. It is worthwhile to note that the CZ 75 B firearm is one of the three most copied guns nowadays.

Fig. 1. CZ 75 B firearm
Airsoft guns are air guns which shoot spherical bullets instead of common projectiles. There are three basic types of
shooting mechanisms:
• extension of a spring,
• gas container inserted into the gun,
• gas container inserted into the magazine.
In our experiment, the KP-09 CZ 75 airsoft gun was used, as shown in Fig. 2. This all-metal gun works on a BlowBack
system which means that the gun has a movable slide. Because of this slide, the KP-09 CZ 75 airsoft gun creates the
illusion of “lethal” firearm and allows semi-automatic shooting. The capacity of the magazine is 28 spherical bullets.

Fig. 2. KP-09 CZ 75 airsoft gun
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Expansion weapons are firearms which use bag-cartridges instead of common cartridges. This means that expansion
weapons do not shoot projectiles. There are three basic types of bag-cartridges:
• acoustic bag-cartridge,
• acoustic bag-cartridge with a light effect (flame burst),
• bag-cartridge combining an acoustic effect with a chemical irritant (e.g. technical pepper).
Expansion weapons always have a movable slide; however, their construction does not allow the insertion of common
cartridges. Fig. 3 shows the Kimar CZ-75 expansion weapon. This all-metal weapon is self-charging, and its magazine
has the capacity of 10 bag-cartridges.

Fig. 3. Kimar CZ-75 expansion gun
3. Results
The aim of the research was to determine whether it is possible to differentiate between the weapons of category B
and their copies of category D during a critical situation. Weapons were analysed at laboratory conditions to investigate
differences precisely.
Marker
Hammer
Ejection port
Muzzle
Slide stop (on the
right)
Logo on grip
Slide (text)
Trigger guard

Slide stop (on the
left)
Safety (on the left)
Grip Safety

Firearm
Rounded with the hole
The barrel and the ejector
are visible
The
barrel
protrudes
slightly
The standard output of the
slide stop
Without logo
Gun label, calibre and logo
The front side of the trigger
guard is flat, the rest of the
guard is rounded
Square

Airsoft gun
Into the arc
Imitation of the ejector

Small rounded

Expansion weapon
Rounded with the hole
The barrel and the ejector
are visible
The
barrel
protrudes
slightly
The oval output of the slide
stop
Without logo
Gun label
The front side of the trigger
guard is flat, the rest of the
guard is rounded
Standard rounded

Standard
Shorter, slightly bent down

Smaller and rounded
Longer and straight

Standard
Shorter and straight

The
barrel
protrudes
significantly
The false output of the slide
stop
Logo on the pistol grip
Without label
The trigger guard is rounded

Table 1. Description of identified markers of investigated weapons
Components (markers) differing at first sight were identified and compared. Results can be seen in Table 1 and Fig. 4.
The most significant markers are highlighted in red. These markers can be identified with the highest possibility in a
critical situation. Markers highlighted in blue are less significant because they can be easily overlooked or even removed
by a modification.
Although feet of the magazines can also be identified as the significant markers, they were not included. This results
from their variability – their size and shape can be easily modified, so they are not suitable for the differentiation of
weapons.
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Fig. 4. Graphical description of identified markers of investigated weapons
4. Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was to determine whether it is possible to differentiate between the weapons of category B
and their copies of category D based on the visual evaluation. To analyse differences between weapons of category B
and D, firearm CZ 75 B and its two copies (airsoft gun and expansion weapon) were studied. Components (markers),
which help to differentiate between investigated weapons, were identified.
From the analysis results that the differentiation of firearms from their freely available copies is extremely difficult.
Found differences are hardly identifiable even under normal conditions. It can be said that in critical situations or under
impaired visual conditions (e.g. night, poor lights, rain, smoke), weapons cannot be differentiated at all. It should be borne
in mind that people in a critical situation focus primarily on the presence of a weapon, not on its differentiation.
It was found that the weapons of category D are inappropriate mean of self-defence. Owners of these weapons usually
do not know how to handle a weapon. Moreover, they may not realize the risks which arise from the use of weapons. For
example, there may be the situation in which an attacker uses a firearm in response to the thread of the weapon of
category D without being able to recognize that it is not a “lethal” firearm. Therefore, the weapons of category D should
not be used for self-defence. It is always better to lose money than life. The weapons of category D can be recommended
only for the training of weapons handling.
The limitation of this study is obvious: the determination of differences is subjective, and another research team may
have slightly different results. Clearly, more research of differentiation between the weapons of category B and their
copies of category D is needed. One of the challenges for future research is to analyse the differentiation under special
conditions and in critical situations. Moreover, the larger sample of weapons should be investigated in future research.
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